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During their preschool years, children encounter an enormous variety of experiences, a            
wide range of developmental growth, and challenges of all kinds. The Grammar School             
Preschool provides new and exciting experiences for its youngest students five full days per              
week, with options for partial-week enrollment. We stimulate children’s curiosity and           
encourage their expression through music, art, drama, physical skills, and a variety of             
language games and activities. The development of positive social skills is an integral part of               
each day. Our preschoolers learn to care for each other and for their environment, and they                
enjoy being a part of the larger school community. 
 
Our curriculum is embodied in all the different components of the day. We promote              
social-emotional learning, language and early literacy skills, and cognitive development          
through a lively variety of theme ideas and play. The out-of-doors serves as a rich and                
vibrant setting for exploration and discovery. Our schedule balances rest with large- and             
fine-motor activities, and our physical space allows children to play comfortably           
individually, with another playmate, or in larger groups. We take pride in the celebration of               
our accomplishments through special events, the presentation of dramatic performances,          
and the display of our projects for everyone to appreciate. At TGS preschool, each day offers                
opportunities for focused attention within an environment of abundant variety. 
 
Our Nature-Based program in the preschool draws on daily activities and pursuits across a              
spectrum of natural settings, from the forests and meadows to the streams and ponds              
nearby. Observation, exploration, discovery, and play in nature provide a wealth of            
opportunities to hone problem-solving skills, creative thinking, confidence-building, and         
leadership skills. On occasion preschoolers join the kindergartners for Nature-Based          
enrichment activities, including opportunities that call for increasing engagement and          
attention, expanding horizons, bolstering independence, and nurturing intrinsic motivation         
and curiosity. These collaborations between preschoolers and kindergartners help reinforce          
social-emotional learning, physical skills, open-ended play, and academic proficiency.  
 
The day begins with ample free time for exploration, experimentation, and discovery.            
Children choose from options including blocks, clay, the sensory table, books and puzzles,             
painting and drawing, dramatic play, trucks, dolls, and puppets. Mornings also include a             
tabletop project ready for smaller group creative involvement. After cleanup, we gather for             
our welcome circle to connect, sing, and talk about the day’s events. Here, we engage in a                 
variety of circle-time activities involving word games, counting, movement, rhythm, and           
music. Snack time is next, followed by the first of two significant outdoor occasions for               
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exploration and investigation of the natural world. Back indoors, children enjoy our sharing             
ritual and the chance to show a particular object, tell a story, or relate some special                
experience. Following sharing is half-an-hour of focused activity relating to art, music,            
books and stories, movement, or Spanish (see below for more description of these             
“specials”). We gather for our ritual Gratitude Circle prior to lunch, and the morning              
program ends with additional free-play time following the meal. Pick up is at 12:30 p.m.  
 
Our afternoon program begins at 12:30 p.m., with visits from a small group of older children                
who join us for the school Work Jobs program. Following these Work Jobs we head back                
outdoors for additional Nature-Based exploration and activities, and return indoors for a            
quiet story/rest time, Candle Circle, and end-of-day tasks. Both mornings and afternoons            
include playful activities involving counting, selecting, comparing and contrasting, early          
literacy games, sequencing/patterning, and identifying. Throughout each day our emphasis          
is on social interaction, building relationships, and having fun. Pick up is at 3:00 pm. 
 
SOCIAL CURRICULUM 
The Grammar School’s youngest students engage in a variety of activities designed to foster              
healthy social interactions. With support from a variety of Social-Emotional Learning (SEL)            
resources, we strive to provide games and activities that encourage empathy, kindness,            
understanding, and respect. Through circle-time occasions, books and stories, music, and           
drama we explore themes such as friendship, sharing, diversity, personal responsibility,           
emotions, and caring for others. Our daily rituals (the job chart, the Tree of Kindness, Candle                
Circle, sharing) promote patience, listening, cooperation and collaboration, problem solving,          
thoughtful expression, and self-advocacy. Preschoolers actively participate in the resolution          
of everyday conflicts and the management of their impulses. Our ongoing community            
service project involves maintaining a food collection box throughout the year that is             
delivered regularly to the Putney Food Shelf.  
 
PHYSICAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (PSD) 
Preschoolers participate in organized active games and challenges every day. Sometimes           
outdoors and sometimes in the gym, these activities include simple games and dances,             
obstacle courses, movement and music, hikes, exploring the low-ropes course, and more.            
Emphasis is on group dynamics, individual expression and participation, expanding our           
comfort zones, and celebrating each other’s abilities and accomplishments. 
 
SPECIALS  
Our schedule of “specials” provides children with opportunities to experience new           
techniques and materials, fun challenges and activities, and focused engagement involving           
art, music, and Spanish. In addition, we enjoy bi-weekly visits from the Early Learning              
Express (Brattleboro) Bookmobile, complete with stories, songs, and puppetry. The children           
benefit through engagement with these teachers’ regular visits to our classroom and the             
scaffolding of thematic resources and activities that support our curriculum. 
 
ART 
Many preschool art lessons start with a story or playful activity as a means of introduction,                
moving into a short demonstration and project. Art is a primary part of the preschool               
classroom experience, so the art teacher’s visits to the preschool classroom serve to develop              
a comfort level with art and its vocabulary, movements, and examples of practice. Together              
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we read stories about artists or discuss the illustrations as a jumping off point for creative                
materials exploration. Cardboard-and-yarn weaving, collage, sculpture, observational       
drawing, claywork, printing, and painting are all areas of exploration for preschoolers            
during art. 
 
MUSIC 
The music teacher provides preschoolers with a weekly class focusing on children’s songs,             
singing games, creative movement, dancing, and drama activities. Preschoolers participate          
actively at meetings and gatherings where we sing together for fun and celebration.  
 
SPANISH 
Young children learn a second language in a way similar to which they learn their first:                
through songs, stories, talking and playing. Our lower elementary Spanish curriculum is            
based on the idea that even young students need authentic language put into context, not               
just individual vocabulary words for memorization. Through hands-on activities,         
storytelling, images, games, songs, and movement, our young learners are immersed in            
Spanish while having fun. Our youngest students follow a little puppet named "Pollito.”             
Through his adventures, they explore and practice greetings, identity, basic verbs, names of             
animals, the body, our homes, numbers, colors, weather, and much more. 
 
EARLY LEARNING EXPRESS BOOKMOBILE 
Preschoolers board the Bookmobile every other week, where the magical Sueño entertains            
us with stories, songs, puppet shows, and more. The children gain an appreciation for books               
as sources of inspiration and comfort, for expanding worldviews, and for making us laugh.              
They practice listening skills while learning proper caretaking of the books. Each child             
chooses a book that remains in the preschool until the Bookmobile visits again.  
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